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This is because a replay attack on
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for the multimodal, simultaneous,
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If the user finds himself in a noisy
setting, the possibility also exists of
the user increasing the trust
level solely through biometric
face recognition. If the user
wants to use the maximum sum,
he must simply authenticate himself briefly, i.e., he must invoke
MobiComBiom and verbally repeat the four numerals. Mobi-
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ComBiom is a very secure
process on one hand (with 4
nume-rals and 4 verifications =
16 simul- taneous authentication processes) and very userfriendly on the other hand. The
“plausibility check” is another
additional
security
feature.
Since
all
authentication
processes are routed via the
server, they are checked there
as to whether the geographic
whereabouts of the user or
his/her usual habits fit the newly
registered authentication request. If, for instance, an imposter has broken into the user’s
home with a “fake face” but the
authorized user is sitting in the
office and rightfully authenti-

cated, the fraudulent attempt will be recognized on account of the irregularity. The system is then locked, all interfaces are notified
and the 4 numbers for the16 processes associated with the rightful user will be required to unlock the system again. Also,
embedded gait is foreseen. Should someone steal the smartphone, it would be recognized by the different style of walking and
it could be programmed to immediatly stop
specific actions. Online authentication as
described above would then be needed.
Last not least, BIOMETRY is working on
Multi – Facial Authentication. When we receive a call, we look who is calling, thereby
the biometric face is verified, then the smartphone is moved to the ear, where the ear
lobe is used for biometric verification.

Biometry.com AG is a high-tech security company head-quartered in
Switzerland that offers secure and easily usable biometric authentications. A multimodal product as well as the individual application of certain modes results in an all-in-one software. This enables the most
varied applications to protect the personal identity of people and their
property. The algorithms used are known worldwide which ensures
absolute Security and Comfort.
BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATI ON FOR A SECURE WORLD!
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